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Abstract

The pre-strains of biological soft tissues are important when relating their in vitro and in vivo me-
chanical behaviors. In this study, we present the first-of-its-kind experimental characterization of the
tricuspid valve leaflet pre-strains. We use 3D photogrammetry and the reproducing kernel method to
calculate the pre-strains within the central 10× 10 mm region of the tricuspid valve leaflets from n = 8
porcine hearts. In agreement with previous pre-strain studies for heart valve leaflets, our results show
that all the three tricuspid valve leaflets shrink after explant from the ex vivo heart. These calculated
strains are leaflet-specific and the septal leaflet experiences the most compressive changes. Further-
more, the strains observed after dissection of the central 10 × 10 mm region of the leaflet are smaller
than when the valve is explanted, suggesting that our computed pre-strains are mainly due to the re-
lease of in situ annulus and chordae connections. The leaflets are then mounted on a biaxial testing
device and preconditioned using force-controlled equibiaxial loading. We show that the employed pre-
conditioning protocol does not 100% restore the leaflet pre-strains as removed during tissue dissection,
and future studies are warranted to explore alternative preconditioning methods. Finally, we compare
the calculated biomechanically oriented metrics considering five stress-free reference configurations.
Interestingly, the radial tissue stretches and material anisotropies are significantly smaller compared
to the post-preconditioning configuration. Extensions of this work can further explore the role of this
unique leaflet-specific leaflet pre-strains on in vivo valve behavior via high-fidelity in-silico models.

Keywords: configurational changes, valve tissue biomechanics, preconditioning, direct linear
transformation, reproducing kernel method, 3D photogrammetry

1. Introduction

All biological soft tissues are naturally strained in their in vivo configuration. Chuong and Fung [1]1

discovered these pre-strains in their seminal experimental investigation of arterial opening angles.2

Despite their conceptual simplicity, pre-strains have profound implications for soft tissue biomechanics3

and how we interpret the mechanical behavior of tissues in vivo. For example, in vitro mechanical4

characterizations use a stress-free reference configuration that does not take into account the tissue5

pre-strains. Due to the lack of consideration of the pre-strains, the subsequent in-silico simulations,6

which are based on the obtained in vitro experimental data, would lead to very different predictions7
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of the in vivo tissue behavior. This dilemma leads us to a long-standing question in the soft tissue8

biomechanics community: How can we relate the in vitro and in vivo configurations to provide reliable9

in-silico predictions of soft tissue bio-systems?10

The tricuspid valve has received increased attention since Dreyfus et al. [2] and Anyanwu and11

Adams [3] established its clinical relevance and more appropriate surgical considerations. Basic sci-12

ence approaches to understanding the tissue biomechanics of the tricuspid valve can be divided into13

in vitro characterizations, ex vivo or in vivo investigations and in-silico predictions (see also the ex-14

tensive reviews in [4, 5]). For in vitro characterizations, researchers have used biaxial tests [6, 7] to15

characterize the mechanical properties of the leaflets. Interestingly, it was shown that the mechani-16

cal properties are leaflet-specific [8–10], spatially heterogeneous [11], and transmurally different [12].17

Recent efforts have further advanced our understanding by linking these mechanical behaviors to the18

underlying collagen fiber architecture and layered microstructure [10, 13, 14]. In contrast to in vitro19

characterizations, ex vivo and in vivo studies attempt to understand the leaflet behavior within the20

native functional environment (i.e., realistic hemodynamics and in situ connections). These investiga-21

tions have confirmed the in vitro findings that the quantified properties are leaflet-specific and spatially22

heterogeneous [15, 16]. A major advantage of ex vivo and in vivo models is that the leaflet behav-23

ior and properties are determined with the inherent pre-strains taken into account. Finally, in-silico24

investigations attempt to utilize data from in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo studies to predict the in vivo25

valve function. The tricuspid valve geometry for these studies is traditionally derived from segmented26

medical imaging data [17, 18] or measurements of explanted leaflet dimensions in conjunction with27

the natural cubic splines [19] or non-uniform rational basis splines (NURBS) [20, 21]. For simula-28

tions using segmented valve geometry, researchers can utilize inverse modeling [22] to ensure that the29

predictions are consistent with medical imaging data by estimating the in vivo material parameters for30

the valve leaflets. This may lead to accurate simulation predictions of valve function, but inaccurate31

leaflet mechanical behavior since the pre-strains are implicitly embedded within the simulation. On32

the other hand, simulations using the explanted leaflet measurements can use the exact mechanical be-33

haviors determined from in vitro experiments. However, as mentioned above, these do not take tissue34

pre-strains into account and lead to incorrect predictions of the biomechanical behavior of the valve.35

In the soft tissue biomechanics literature, the pre-strains of various biological tissues have been36

examined using three general approaches: (i) opening angle experiments, (ii) tissue excision and in-37

cision experiments, and (iii) in-silico numerical investigations. For opening angle experiments, thin38

rings of tissue are floated on a liquid bath and cut to release the pre-strains. The ring of tissue then39

opens at a certain angle that indicates the amount of pre-strain present in the tissue. Recent stud-40

ies have expanded on this original technique by Y.C. Fung [1, 23, 24] to provide a refined pre-strain41

field of the annulus fibrosis [25], the arteries [26–28], the left ventricle [29], and the epicardium [30].42

This method is versatile and can be easy to implemented for new tissues; however, it is only valid43

for ring-like tissues and may not be directly applicable to other planar tissues such as the heart valve44

leaflets. With these planar tissues, researchers typically resort to excising or incising the tissues and45

monitoring the associated configurational changes (i.e., release of pre-strains). This was done for the46

mitral valve [31, 32], the aortic valve [33–35], the skin [36–38], and the tympanic membrane [39]. For47

the third category, researchers develop in-silico models to explore the role of pre-strain in the leaflet48

behavior. Previous work has focused on virtual configurations for embedding the residual strains in49

elastic materials, which form the basis for these developments [40, 41]. Although the pre-strains are50

not experimentally quantified, this method leads to a range of possible pre-strains that can be used51

for later simulations. The developed platforms can also facilitate numerical investigations of the pre-52

strains to understand the associated etiology. Rausch and Kuhl [42] pioneered this approach for the53

mitral valve and discovered that including pre-strains in the model can change the predicted tissue54

stiffness by three orders of magnitude. In-silico methods were later used to estimate the pre-strains of55
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the mitral valve leaflets [43] whether cell-mediated forces could produce a reasonable range of pre-56

strains [44], the mitral valve chordae tendineae [45] and recently the effect of viscoelasticity on the57

residual stresses of arteries [46].58

Despite tremendous advances in tricuspid valve biomechanics, there is a significant gap in connect-59

ing our in vitro, ex vivo, and/or in vivo experimental results to in-silico model developments. The aim60

of this study is therefore to characterize the ex vivo tricuspid valve leaflet pre-strains, taking inspiration61

from previous studies performed for the mitral valve leaflets (e.g., [31]) and the skin (e.g., [36, 37]).62

We accomplish this by using a novel approach that combines 3D photogrammetry and the repro-63

ducing kernel method [47, 48] to quantify the tricuspid valve leaflet strains after dissection from the64

heart. Briefly, 3D photogrammetry is used to determine the 3D locations of a 3 × 3 grid of fiducial65

markers associated with three important in vitro experimental configurations: the ex vivo heart, the66

explanted valve and the dissected specimen. The specimens are then mounted on the biaxial tester for67

force-controlled preconditioning to observe how the typical in vitro stress-free reference configuration68

compares to the ex vivo configurations. We further explore how the choice of the reference configura-69

tion affects key biomechanics metrics at peak equibiaxial membrane tensions. Finally, we evaluate our70

results in the context of previous findings for the other heart valve leaflets and other porcine tissues.71

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Heart Acquisition and Preparation
Eight adult porcine hearts (n = 8, 80-140 kg, 1-1.5 years of age) were transported from a local72

USDA-approved abattoir (Chickasha Meat Company, Chickasha, OK) to our laboratory. The auricles73

were removed, and the right ventricle was opened by cutting along the posterior-septal commissure74

to the apex of the heart. The central 10 × 10 mm testing region of each tricuspid valve leaflet was75

delimited by four surgical pen dots, and 9 glass beads (arranged in a 3 × 3 grid) were affixed within76

this region using cyanoacrylate glue (Fig. 1(a)).77
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Figure 1: Representative experimental images of: (a) the opened right ventricle with fiducial markers affixed to the central
region of each tricuspid valve leaflets (Ωex vivo), (b) the explanted tricuspid valve while maintaining valvular connections
(Ωexplanted), (c) the dissected 10 × 10 mm anterior leaflet specimen (Ωdissected), (d) the specimen mounted to the CellScale
BioTester (Ωmounted), (e) the post-preconditioned specimen (ΩPPC), and (f) the specimen at peak equibiaxial tensions of
40 N/m (Ωpeak). Abbreviations: AL = anterior leaflet, PL = posterior leaflet, SL = septal leaflet, Circ = circumferential
direction, Rad = radial direction.
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2.2. Reconstruction of Marker 3D Coordinates and Dissection of the Tricuspid Valve
Two cameras arranged in a stereo configuration were used to capture images of the tricuspid valve78

in three configurations (Fig. 1(a)-(c)): (i) the ex vivo configuration (Ωex vivo), (ii) the explanted configu-79

ration (Ωexplanted), and (iii) the dissected specimen configuration (Ωdissected). The opened right ventricle80

was first placed beneath the cameras to capture images of the ex vivo configuration (Fig. 1(a)). Next,81

the tricuspid valve, including the annulus and the chordal connections to the papillary muscles, was82

dissected and floated on a shallow bath of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to image the explanted83

configuration (Fig. 1(b)). Finally, the central 10 × 10 mm region of each leaflet (i.e., tricuspid valve84

anterior leaflet, posterior leaflet, and septal leaflet) was excised and floated on the PBS bath to image85

the dissected specimen configuration (Fig. 1(c)).86

The two images acquired by dual cameras for each of the above three tricuspid valve configurations87

were imported into MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA). The pixel locations (pi,qi) of the nine fidu-88

cial markers (i = 1, . . . , 9) captured by the two cameras were obtained using the drawpolygon() func-89

tion in MATLAB. The pixel locations were combined with the calibrated direct linear transformation90

(see more details in Appendix A) to determine the 3D locations of the fiducial markers (Fig. 2(a)) [49].91

2.3. Preconditioning Step of Planar Biaxial Mechanical Testing
Then, the 10 × 10 mm specimen was mounted on a commercial biaxial mechanical testing sys-92

tem (BioTester, CellScale, Ontario, Canada) with an effective testing region of 7 × 7 mm (Fig. 1(d)).93

Starting from this mounted configuration (Ωmounted), the specimens were pre-tensioned and then sub-94

jected to 10 cycles of force-controlled preconditioning to achieve peak equibiaxial membrane tensions95

of 40 N/m [8] (i.e., 280 mN). For this study, the applied pre-tension was 2.5% of the peak membrane96

tension (i.e., 7 mN) [11, 12], the loading was applied at an approximately quasi-static loading rate97

(2 − 3%/s), and the tissue was maintained at 32 ◦C due to the lens fogging limitation of our integrated98

opto-mechanical device [14, 50]. During the test, 1280×960 resolution images of the fiducial markers99

were captured by a CCD camera and load cell values were recorded at 10 Hz throughout testing. The100

post-preconditioned (PPC) configuration (ΩPPC) [9] was assumed as the stress-free configuration after101

the tenth force-controlled loading cycle. In addition, the configuration associated with the peak biaxial102

tensions of the tenth loading cycle (Ωpeak) was used to analyzed tissue stretches with respect to each of103

the five configurations shown in Fig. 1.104

2.4. Calculation of the Tricuspid Valve Leaflet Pre-Strains
The reproducing kernel (RK) method [47, 48] (Appendix B) was used to determine the deformation105

gradient F from the ex vivo configuration to the explanted, dissected, mounted, post-preconditioned,106

and peak-tension configurations. The partial derivatives of the RK shape functions ΨI were combined107

with the fiducial marker displacements [dI(t)] = [uI(t), vI(t),wI(t)]T (Fig. 2(c)-(d)) to compute the108

deformation gradient, i.e.,109

[F] = [F(X, t)] = [I] +


∑NP

I=1ΨI,xuI(t)
∑NP

I=1ΨI,yuI(t)
∑NP

I=1ΨI,zuI(t)∑NP
I=1ΨI,xvI(t)

∑NP
I=1ΨI,yvI(t)

∑NP
I=1ΨI,zvI(t)∑NP

I=1ΨI,xwI(t)
∑NP

I=1ΨI,ywI(t)
∑NP

I=1ΨI,zwI(t)

 . (1)

The deformation gradient F at each of the chosen nine isoparametric locations (Fig. 2(b)) was further110

transformed into the Green-Lagrange strain E = 1
2 (FTF − I) [51]. The principal values and principal111

directions of E were next used to determine the in-plane principal strains and areal strains of the tri-112

cuspid valve leaflets. Due to experimental limitations in quantifying the change in the tissue thickness113

direction between different configurations, we did not consider or examine the tissue incompressibility114

that is a common assumption adopted in the heart valve biomechanics literature [52, 53]. Therefore,115

the principal value aligned with the tissue’s transmural direction (determined via its principal direction)116
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was disregarded in our overall pre-strain analyses. The remaining in-plane principal values were cate-117

gorized as the maximum principal strain E1, and the minimum principal strain E2, which were used to118

compute the maximum shear strain γ = 1
2 (E1−E2). Finally, the associated principal stretches λ1 and λ2119

were used to compute the areal stretch λA = λ1λ2, and, subsequently, the areal strain EA =
1
2 (λA

2
− 1).120
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Figure 2: (a) Reconstructed 3D locations of the fiducial marker grid using calibrated direct linear transformation-based
photogrammetry (see Appendix A). (b) Nine isoparametric locations (red crosses) chosen to assess tricuspid valve leaflet
pre-strains for regional analysis. (c),(d) Results of the tricuspid valve leaflets of a representative porcine heart: fiducial
marker locations for calculating the deformation gradient for Analysis I and Analysis II, respectively. Note that the fiducial
marker locations shown in (c),(d) are in the 3D space and only the x- and y-components are shown as a 2D projection for
visualization purposes.

2.5. Data Analysis
Analysis I: Ex Vivo Pre-Strains. The primary objective of this study was to quantify the ex vivo121

pre-strains for all three tricuspid valve leaflets. Therefore, our first analysis aimed to compare the122

in-plane principal strains and the areal pre-strain between the explanted and dissected configurations123

at the center of the specimen, i.e., (ξ, η) = (0, 0) (Fig. 2(b)). Since our preliminary qualitative assess-124

ment revealed that the pre-strains were spatially heterogeneous, we also compared the areal pre-strains125

between the nine isoparametric locations defined in Fig. 2(b).126

Analysis II: Biaxial Testing Configurations. Besides quantifying the ex vivo tricuspid valve leaflet127

pre-strains, we were also interested in understanding how the mounted and PPC configurations relate128
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to the ex vivo configurations. The stress-free reference configuration is an important consideration for129

mechanical characterizations [1, 9, 10, 31, 42], so it is crucial to understand how these two common130

reference configurations in the benchtop tissue characterization procedures compare to the more realis-131

tic ex vivo configuration. Therefore, our second analysis focused on comparing the principal and areal132

pre-strains for the mounted and PPC configurations. Similar to the analysis of the ex vivo pre-strains in133

Analysis I, we compared these values between the nine isoparametric locations as shown in Fig. 2(b).134

Analysis III: Stress-Free Reference Configurations. Our final analysis was an extension of135

Analysis II but focused more on understanding the role of ex vivo pre-strains play in the character-136

ized mechanical behaviors of tissues. To facilitate this comparison, we computed several common137

biomechanics-based metrics derived from the biaxial mechanical characterizations for the five refer-138

ence configurations. This included the peak stretches in the circumferential (λcirc) and radial (λrad)139

tissue directions and the anisotropy index AI = λrad/λcirc [9, 10].140

2.6. Statistical Analysis
Data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots141

(not shown here) revealed that the data was not normally distributed in general. Thus, two-factor142

comparisons (configuration vs. leaflet) of the principal pre-strains (E1, E2), the areal pre-strain (EA),143

the computed leaflet stretches (λcirc,λrad), and the anisotropy index (AI) were made using the non-144

parametric aligned rank transform [54]. Further contrast tests were performed using the aligned rank145

transform contrasts method [55]. The non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was also employed to de-146

termine statistically significant differences in the computed pre-strains among the nine isoparametric147

locations. Differences were considered as statistically significant when p < 0.05.148

3. Results

The quantified areal pre-strains of one representative porcine heart for the explanted (Ωexplanted),149

dissected (Ωdissected), mounted (Ωmounted), and PPC (ΩPPC) configurations are shown in Fig. 3. These150

color maps highlight the leaflet-specific and heterogeneous nature of the quantified pre-strains. Further151

analyses of these results considering all the n = 8 porcine hearts are provided in the following sub-152

sections.153

3.1. TV Leaflet Pre-Strains After Valve Dissection and Biaxial Testing Specimen Excision
The pre-strains presented in Fig. 4 show minimal differences between the explanted and dis-154

sected configurations, while Table 1 shows no significant differences between these two configura-155

tions. Throughout these comparisons, there was a consistent trend of the septal leaflet exhibiting156

more compressive pre-strains compared to the anterior leaflet. This difference was significant for157

the maximum principal pre-strain (E1 = −0.071 ± 0.044 vs. 0.130 ± 0.068) and the areal pre-strain158

(EA = −0.244 ± 0.039 vs. 0.018 ± 0.082) in the dissected configuration, as well as the areal pre-strain159

(EA = −0.252 ± 0.041 vs. −0.033 ± 0.060) in the explanted configuration with respect to Ωex vivo.160

There were also significant differences when comparing the maximum principal pre-strains of the161

septal leaflet in the explanted configuration (−0.070 ± 0.042) to the anterior leaflet in the dissected162

configuration (0.130 ± 0.068), and when comparing the areal strains of both leaflets in the explanted163

(septal: −0.252 ± 0.041, anterior: −0.033 ± 0.060) and dissected (septal: −0.244 ± 0.039, anterior:164

−0.018 ± 0.082) configurations. No significant differences were found when comparing the posterior165

leaflet to the septal leaflet or anterior leaflet.166
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3.2. Comparison of the Mounted and PPC Configurations with the Ex Vivo Configuration
The comparisons of pre-strains in Fig. 5 and Table 1 reveal significant differences between the167

mounted and PPC configurations. Interestingly, no significant differences were found between the168

three leaflets within one configuration. For the minimum principal pre-strain, the mounted septal169

leaflet (−0.186± 0.023) was significantly lower than the post-preconditioned anterior (0.049± 0.070),170

posterior (0.002 ± 0.052), and septal (−0.027 ± 0.046) leaflets. On the other hand, the maximum prin-171

cipal pre-strains for the anterior (0.150±0.067), posterior (0.049±0.033), and septal (−0.015±0.039)172

leaflets were significantly smaller in the mounted configuration than for the anterior (0.751±0.096) and173

posterior (0.754±0.064) leaflets in the PPC configuration. Only the septal leaflet’s maximum principal174

pre-strain (−0.015 ± 0.039) in the mounted configuration was smaller than that for the septal leaflet175

(0.419±0.138) in the PPC configuration. With respect to the areal pre-strain, all but the mounted ante-176

rior leaflet (0.053 ± 0.092) and the post-preconditioned septal leaflet (0.318 ± 0.076) were statistically177

different. Finally, significant differences in maximum shear strain were found between the mounted178

septal leaflet (0.086±0.019) and the post-preconditioned anterior (0.351±0.055) and posterior leaflets179

(0.376 ± 0.038), as well as the mounted anterior leaflet (0.118 ± 0.032) and the post-preconditioned180

posterior leaflet (0.376 ± 0.038).181
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Figure 3: Results of the tricuspid valve leaflets of a representative porcine heart: visualization of the areal pre-strains
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Table 1: Maximum shear strain of the three tricuspid valve leaflets computed with respect to Ωex vivo.

Tricuspid Valve Leaflet
Configuration

ΩExplanted ΩDissected ΩMounted ΩPPC

Septal Leaflet (SL) 0.074 ± 0.021 0.069 ± 0.022 0.086 ± 0.019 0.223 ± 0.084
Anterior Leaflet (AL) 0.076 ± 0.014 0.114 ± 0.032 0.118 ± 0.032 0.351 ± 0.055
Posterior Leaflet (PL) 0.094 ± 0.029 0.070 ± 0.012 0.105 ± 0.018 0.376 ± 0.038

3.3. TV Leaflet Biaxial Mechanical Properties Considering Different Reference Configurations
The biaxial testing parameters derived with respect to the five reference configurations are pre-182

sented in Fig. 6. In the circumferential direction of the tissue, the only significant differences were183

found for the septal leaflet, where the stretches λcirc with reference to Ωdissected (1.486 ± 0.079) and184

Ωmounted (1.467 ± 0.075) were significantly larger than those calculated at Ωex vivo (1.179 ± 0.058) and185

ΩPPC (1.169 ± 0.020). On the other hand, the radial stretches λrad for the anterior and posterior leaflets186
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determined with respect to ΩPPC (anterior: 1.140 ± 0.022, posterior: 1.127 ± 0.016) were found to187

be significantly smaller than the radial stretches considering the other four configurations (anterior:188

1.617-1.741, posterior: 1.741-1.901). The septal leaflet radial stretches fromΩPPC (1.167±0.032) were189

only significantly smaller than the stretches determined using Ωexplanted (1.820 ± 0.120) and Ωdissected190

(1.710 ± 0.090). Eventually, the anisotropy ratio became approximately 1.0 for all the three leaflets.191

This change was significant for the anterior and posterior leaflets but was not found to be significant192

for the septal leaflet. In particular, the AI for the anterior leaflet was significantly smaller from ΩPPC193

(0.972 ± 0.032) than Ωex vivo (1.396 ± 0.102) and Ωexplanted (1.351 ± 0.080). However, the posterior194

leaflet anisotropy (0.939 ± 0.006) was significantly different when using ΩPPC than in all four other195

configurations (1.238-1.501).196
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Figure 6: (left) circumferential stretch λcirc, (middle) radial stretch λrad, and (right) anisotropy index (AI) calculated with
respect to the five reference configurations for: (a) the septal leaflet, (b) the anterior leaflet, and (c) the posterior leaflet.
(Significance levels: ∗ denotes p < 0.05, ∗∗ denotes p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ denotes p < 0.001.)

3.4. Regional Variations in TV Leaflet Areal Pre-Strains
The areal pre-strains EA of the tricuspid valve leaflets at the nine isoparametric locations (Fig. 2(b))197

are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the four configurations with reference toΩex vivo. These results reveal rel-198
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atively large variations in the pre-strains compared to the results in Figs. 4 and 5 for the central location,199

i.e., (ξ, η) = (0, 0) in Fig. 2(b). Despite these regional variations, no statistically significant differences200

were found for the explanted areal pre-strains (septal: +0.021, anterior: −0.093, posterior: +0.020),201

the dissected areal pre-strains (septal: +0.019, anterior: −0.138, posterior: +0.043), the mounted areal202

pre-strains (septal: +0.061, anterior: −0.191, posterior: 0.065), and the post-preconditioned areal203

pre-strains (septal: −0.129, anterior: −0.503, posterior: −0.279).204

Areal Strain EA: Ωdissected w.r.t. Ωex vivoAreal Strain EA: Ωexplanted w.r.t. Ωex vivo (b)(a)

Figure 7: Areal pre-strains (EA) calculated at the nine isoparametric locations (see Fig. 2(b)) for: (a) the explanted con-
figuration (Ωexplanted), and (b) the dissected configuration (Ωdissected), with respect to the ex vivo configuration (Ωex vivo).
Abbreviations: TV = tricuspid valve, AL = anterior leaflet, PL = posterior leaflet, SL = septal leaflet.

Areal Strain EA: ΩPPC w.r.t. Ωex vivo(b)Areal Strain EA: Ωmounted w.r.t. Ωex vivo(a)

Figure 8: Areal pre-strains calculated at the nine isoparametric locations (see Fig. 2(b)) for: (a) the mounted configuration
(Ωmounted), and (b) the PPC configuration (ΩPPC), with respect to the ex vivo configuration (Ωex vivo). Abbreviations: TV =
tricuspid valve, AL = anterior leaflet, PL = posterior leaflet, SL = septal leaflet.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Overall Findings
For the first time we have characterized the ex vivo pre-strains for the tricuspid valve leaflets. In205

the present work, we combined 3D photogrammetry with the reproducing kernel method to calculate206

the leaflet pre-strains at four key configurations associated with the usual tissue preparation procedures207

in the in vitro mechanical characterization experiments. This integrated approach allowed us to un-208

derstand the kinematic changes of the central 10 × 10 mm region for each of the three tricuspid valve209

leaflets as it was gradually released from its ex vivo configuration and mounted on the biaxial testing210

device. We further explored how these reference configurations influenced the biaxial mechanical be-211

haviors of the tricuspid valve leaflets. In particular, we gained new insights into how the stress-free212

reference configuration affects the leaflet mechanical properties typically reported in the literature (i.e.,213

λcirc, λrad, AI).214

4.1.1. The Tricuspid Valve Leaflet Pre-Strains215

Overall, we found that the three tricuspid valve leaflets shrunk after excision from the heart. This216

compressive deformation was smaller in magnitude for the anterior leaflet (EA = −0.033) when com-217

pared to the septal (EA = −0.252) and posterior leaflets (EA = −0.132). Our previous biaxial mechan-218

ical characterization of porcine tricuspid valve leaflets [9] showed a similar trend, with the anterior219

leaflet being the stiffest of the three tricuspid valve leaflets. Interestingly, there were much smaller220

strains after dissection of the central 10 × 10 mm specimen (EA = 1-5%) than after explantation of the221

valve from the heart. This indicates that most of the pre-strains observed in our experimental setup222

were due to the release of the annulus and chordae tendineae from their in situ connections to the heart223

chambers.224

When the specimens were mounted on the biaxial testing device, we found that they were subjected225

to slight tensile strains due to their dissected configurations (EA = +5-6%). However, this accidental226

tensile strain during mounting was not enough to restore the ex vivo leaflet configuration, and all three227

leaflets were still mostly under large compressive strains (EA = −5% to −19%). that This is consis-228

tent with previous suggestions viscoelastic soft tissues must undergo some form of preconditioning to229

restore their functional behavior in vivo [1] and to recover repeatable pseudo-elastic mechanical behav-230

iors [56, 57]. Coincidentally, the equibiaxial force-controlled preconditioning protocol employed here231

only marginally restored the minimum principal pre-strains of the leaflet (EA = 0-5%), but drastically232

exceeded the maximum principal pre-strains (EA = 42-75%).233

An alternative preconditioning protocol is warranted so that this refinement of the precondition-234

ing protocol could better restore the pre-strained leaflet configuration for more representative biaxial235

mechanical characterizations. A previous study used the well-established quasi-linear viscoelastic the-236

ory to demonstrate that the preconditioning loading type is crucial to capture repeatable mechanical237

behaviors [56]. It is therefore possible that applied equibiaxial tensions are not appropriate for the pre-238

conditioning of heart valve leaflets, and other loading ratios better emulating the in vivo strains should239

be considered [15, 16]. Additionally, conducting more rigorous evaluations of the preconditioning pro-240

tocols [56, 57] or allowing relaxation periods between cycles [58] may further help overcome current241

preconditioning challenges.242

The qualitative analysis of all our results revealed that the tricuspid valve leaflet pre-strains were243

heterogeneous within the fiducial markers. The leaflets often experienced a combination of com-244

pressive and tensile strains compared to the ex vivo configuration, with the exception of the post-245

preconditioned configuration, which consisted mainly of large tensile strains. This is consistent with246

previous studies that found heterogeneous leaflet behaviors from refined strain fields [59], varying247

specimen locations [11] or in vivo analyses [16]. However, quantitative analysis showed that the re-248

gional differences presented here were not statistically significant.249
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4.1.2. The Impact of Reference Configuration on the Leaflet Biaxial Mechanical Properties250

Our use of the reference configurations to determine important biomechanics metrics led us to two251

key observations. First, the PPC configuration significantly reduced the radial stretch and decreased252

the mechanical anisotropy (i.e., AI ≈ 1.0) for the anterior and posterior leaflets. This is somewhat253

to be expected since we also observed large tensile strains for the PPC configuration with respect to254

the ex vivo configuration. However, it is intriguing that the circumferential direction along with most255

collagen fibers are aligned [10, 13, 14] did not undergo significant changes in the biomechanically256

based metrics examined. Second, the septal leaflet contained a unique combination of changes to257

the biomechanically based metrics that did not significantly alter mechanical anisotropy. Previous258

studies [10, 14] have also identified distinct microstructural features properties for the septal leaflet,259

suggesting that the pre-strains may be related to some unique microstructural feature of the tissue.260

This is discussed in more detail below.261

4.1.3. Potential Microstructural Drivers of Leaflet Pre-Strains262

The leaflet-specific findings found here can be linked to the underlying microstructure of the leaflet.263

Previous imaging studies have shown that the collagen fibers of the tricuspid valve leaflet are prefer-264

entially aligned near the circumferential direction, with less aligned collagen fiber architectures for the265

septal leaflet [10, 14]. The large compressive strains we found for the anterior and posterior leaflets266

after valve explantation were roughly aligned with the circumferential direction. On the other hand,267

compressive strains for the septal leaflet were less consistently aligned with the circumferential or ra-268

dial directions. These findings indicate the role of collagen fibers in leaflet pre-strains, consistent with269

collagen fibers being deposited with a pre-stretch during the growth and remodeling process [60, 61].270

Furthermore, our results showed that the radial leaflet stretches calculated with respect to the PPC271

configuration were significantly smaller than with respect to the other configurations. Since the radial272

direction is orthogonal to the preferred direction of the collagen fibers, this may have the implica-273

tions that the collagen fibers may help inhibit unwanted post-preconditioning strains. Further studies,274

as suggested in Section 4.4, can further explore this key linking between tissue microstructure and275

observed leaflet pre-strains.276

4.2. Comparisons with Existing Literature
To the best of our knowledge, no studies have focused on the pre-strains of the tricuspid valve277

leaflet. Therefore, this subsection focuses on putting our findings in the context of the mitral valve, the278

aortic valve, and other porcine tissues.279

4.2.1. Experimental Characterizations of the Mitral and Aortic Heart Valves280

Amini et al. [31] were the first to quantify the pre-strains of the mitral valve anterior leaflet in281

vivo using a 2 × 2 grid of sonocrystals sutured to the central 10 × 10 mm region of the leaflet. They282

showed that the leaflet exhibited 16% circumferential pre-strain and 26% radial pre-strain between the283

‘explanted’ and the in vivo configuration. The later investigation by Lee et al. [32] used five sonocrys-284

tals in the central region of n = 6 anterior mitral valve leaflets and found average circumferential and285

radial pre-strains of 32% and 35% between the in vivo and ‘ex vivo’ configurations. On the other286

hand, Aggarwal et al. [35] showed that the aortic valve cusps shrank by ∼ 17% when excised from287

the heart. Our principal pre-strains (7-21%) are generally smaller than the findings of the mitral valve288

studies, but in a similar range to the aortic valve study. The discrepancies may be attributed to the289

differences between the heart valves [9, 62–64], or they could be due to our lack of the in vivo un-290

loaded tricuspid valve configuration compared to those sonocrystal-based studies. The data of Amini291

et al. [31] showed an additional 11% circumferential strain and 1% radial strain between ‘ex vivo’292

and in vivo configurations that can serve to bring our pre-strains to a similar level as the mitral valve293
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leaflet counterpart. Future in-silico investigations could use the 3D finite element models for the TV294

constructed from segmented medical image data to understand whether our presented pre-strains can295

provide reasonable predictions of the TV behavior. Discrepancies between segmented TV geometry296

and in-silico predictions allow us to bridge this gap while avoiding the challenges and costs associated297

with using large animal models.298

4.2.2. Computational Investigations of the Mitral Valve299

Rausch et al. [43] incorporated different pre-strain levels into their finite element model of a simpli-300

fied mitral valve geometry. They then used this model to fit the experimental sonocrystal deformations301

using inverse finite element analysis. Their finite element model with 30% homogeneous areal pre-302

strain provided the best predictions of the uniaxial data presented by May-Newman and Yin [65]. This303

predicted pre-strain is much larger than our current findings for the tricuspid valve leaflets and the pre-304

strains presented by Amini et al. [31], but agrees better with the more isotropic pre-strains reported305

by Lee et al. [32]. More recently, Prot and Skallerud [66] performed a similar computational investi-306

gation using a complete mitral valve apparatus derived from echocardiographic measurements. They307

found that an areal pre-strain of 22% could result in unrealistic leaflet motions and incomplete leaflet308

coaptation. Our experimentally determined tricuspid valve leaflet pre-strains fall within this threshold,309

with the exception for the septal leaflet. Interestingly, this threshold is larger than the experimental310

findings of Amini et al. [31] and Lee et al. [32], suggesting that the pre-strains are spatially varying311

to allow complete closure of the mitral valve. Finally, the study by van Keele et al. [44] combined the312

mitral valve computational model developed by Rausch et al. [43] with the mechanobiology model313

of Loerakker et al. [67, 68] to understand if the pre-stretches are related to traction forces generated314

by cells within the tissue. They found that the cells produced circumferential and radial pre-strains of315

18% and 22%, respectively, which were also much larger than the pre-strains presented herein for the316

tricuspid valve leaflets.317

4.2.3. Experimental Characterizations of the Pre-Strains for other Porcine Tissues318

Buganza Tepole et al. [36] used stereo cameras to determine that the pre-strains of porcine skin319

were on the order of 23%. The authors later refined their approach to include smaller regions for their320

pre-strain analysis [37] and discovered substantial variations in the pre-strain that were, on average,321

much larger than their previous findings. For ventricular tissue, Genet et al. [29] used a computational322

model of the left ventricular wall to understand what degrees of pre-strain generated by growth and323

remodeling processes could replicate their opening angle experiment. They found that a range of pre-324

strains (6-17%) resulted in reasonable predictions of the ventricular opening angle. Finally, Sigaeva325

et al. [26] recently expanded the seminal work of Chuong and Fung [1] and found strains ranging326

from −7% to +15% throughout the wall of a porcine aorta after incision. Compared to these collective327

results, it appears that the porcine tricuspid valve leaflet pre-strains are smaller than the skin pre-328

strains, in a similar range as the left ventricle pre-strains, and possibly larger than the aortic pre-strains.329

Differences between methodologies and techniques may skew these results, and further studies could330

compare pre-strains in a more controlled/comparable setting.331

4.3. Study Limitations
This study is not without limitations. At first we only focused on the pre-strains within the central332

10 × 10 mm of each leaflet. Previous studies have highlighted the spatially varying properties of the333

tricuspid valve leaflets [11]. It is also known that the tricuspid valve leaflet layers exhibit unique334

microstructures and mechanical behaviors [12]. Future studies need to account for these regional and335

transmural variations when examining the pre-strains or integrating them into computational models336

of the tricuspid valve. It is also important to explore the potential influence of the tine insertions337
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on the computed TV leaflet pre-strains. A previous study [69] demonstrated that the proximity of the338

mounting insertions to the fiducial markers can alter the homogeneity of the strain field and subsequent339

analyses. Second, user bias in the fiducial marker selection affects the 3D marker locations determined340

using photogrammetry. We attempted to limit the effects of such bias by having one user for all n = 8341

porcine hearts. Our verification of the photogrammetry method presented in Appendix A showed small342

deviations (< 0.5 mm) when comparing the predictions against the ground truth. This user bias may be343

circumvented via automatic marker selection techniques (e.g., Otsu’s method [70]), and the distance344

errors could potentially be further reduced by expanding the number of cameras used with the direct345

linear transformation (see Fig. 4 of [36]).346

Third, we could only experimentally characterize the ex vivo pre-strains of the tricuspid valve347

leaflets. There are pre-strains released by removing the heart from the animal subject [31] and the348

pre-strains are likely to be released by opening the right ventricle prior to the placement of the fiducial349

marker. Future studies should use more controlled animal models in combination with our ex vivo350

techniques to holistically assess the pre-strains of the tricuspid valve leaflets. Finally, our approach did351

not allow us to monitor changes in the leaflet thickness across the configurations considered herein. It352

is common for studies focusing on heart valves to assume that the leaflets are incompressible [52, 53],353

which should be carefully examined in future studies using our pre-strain quantification process.354

4.4. Future Extensions
There are several potential extensions to this work in addition to addressing our study limitations355

(Section 4.3). First, we considered the pre-strains associated with the release of the tissue from its356

in situ environment, but not the intrinsic pre-strains at a specific location. Future investigations may357

be inspired by a recent tympanic membrane study by Livens et al. [39], which used micro-incisions358

to release the local tissue pre-strains, or by the work of Buganza Tepole et al. [37] who sub-divided359

their porcine skin specimens to reveal local pre-strains. Second, there is substantial evidence from360

our results that the pre-strains are related to the underlying tissue microstructure. This relationship361

could be investigated in future works by combining our novel benchtop method with advanced imag-362

ing techniques, such as polarized spatial frequency domain imaging (i.e., for collagen fiber architec-363

ture) [14], optical coherence tomography (i.e., for microstructural morphology) [71] or multi-photon364

microscopy (i.e., for constituent distributions) [10]. Finally, we have shown that equibiaxial force-365

controlled preconditioning to 40 N/m (280 mN) does not appropriately restore the ex vivo pre-strains.366

An extension of this work could determine better in vitro techniques to reach tissue pre-strains prior367

to biaxial mechanical characterizations. These could be different biaxial force ratios, force-controlled368

vs. displacement-controlled preconditioning, and/or a new protocol that applies strains that match our369

pre-strains presented in this study. Among other things, these extensions will significantly advance370

the field of tricuspid valve tissue biomechanics, allowing accurate pre-strains to be accounted for in371

computational predictions of valve function.372

5. Conclusion

This study provided the first benchtop characterization of the tricuspid valve leaflet ex vivo pre-373

strains. We have shown that the tricuspid valve leaflets shrink after excision from the ex vivo heart, with374

the septal leaflet having more compressive changes. These deformations show slight, non-significant375

spatial variations within the 10 × 10 mm central leaflet region. Interestingly, no significant differences376

have been found between the strains in the explanted or dissected configurations for a given leaflet.377

This further suggests that most of the pre-strains were released from their in situ environment by378

dissecting the valve. The dissected specimens were then mounted on a biaxial testing device to un-379

derstand how the common stress-free configurations for mechanical characterizations compare to the380
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ex vivo reference configuration. After attachment to the system, the leaflets were subjected to slight381

tensile strains from their dissected configuration, but were still compressed from their ex vivo configu-382

ration. The tensile changes were magnified after equibiaxial preconditioning with significant changes383

in the maximum principal strain and areal strain. These observed changes in the four configurations384

were then placed in the context of general biomechanical metrics obtained during biaxial mechanical385

testing. An important observation from this analysis was that the large tensile strains applied on the386

tissue after preconditioning resulted in significant underestimates of radial tissue stretches and material387

anisotropy. This observation leads us to believe that the equibiaxial force-controlled preconditioning388

protocol used is not ideal for restoring the in vivo behavior of the tricuspid valve leaflets. Extensions389

of this work should determine a more appropriate tricuspid valve-specific preconditioning protocol.390

Appendix A. Three-Dimensional Photogrammetry using Direct Linear Transformation391

In this appendix, we describe the direct linear transformation used for three-dimensional pho-392

togrammetry in this study. We also detail the calibration of our stereo camera setup used in Section 2.2.393

Direct Linear Transformation Considering a point O in 3D space, a direct linear transforma-394

tion [49, 72] can be used to transform its 3D location (x, y, z) to the pixel coordinates of a camera (p, q)395

via396

p =
Ax + By +Cz + D
Ix + Jy + Kz + 1

, q =
Ex + Fy +Gz + H
Ix + Jy + Kz + 1

, (A.1)

where {A, B,C, . . . , I, J,K} are the camera-specific coefficients that depend on the camera’s properties397

(e.g., focal length) and the overall configuration. At least six non-coplanar points with known (xi, yi, zi)398

are required to determine the 11 unknown coefficients {A, B,C, . . . , I, J,K} by solving the following399

overdetermined linear system of equations, i.e.,400 
x1 y1 z1 1 0 0 0 0 −p1x1 −p1y1 −p1z1

0 0 0 0 x1 y1 z1 1 −q1x1 −q1y1 −q1z1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...

...
xn yn zn 1 0 0 0 0 −pnxn −pnyn −pnzn

0 0 0 0 xn yn zn 1 −qnxn −qnyn −qnzn





A
B
...
J
K


=



p1

q1
...

pn

qn


. (A.2)

The above calibration procedure is repeated for two cameras with non-planar views to obtain the401

coefficient sets {A 1 , B 1 ,C 1 , . . . , I 1 , J 1 ,K 1 } and {A 2 , B 2 ,C 2 , . . . , I 2 , J 2 ,K 2 }.402

Once these camera-specific unknown coefficients are calibrated, the pixel coordinates from the two403

cameras (p 1
I , q

1
I ) and (p 2

I , q
2

I ) for each fiducial marker can then be used to determine the fiducial404

marker location in the 3D space (xI , yI , zI) by solving the linear equations405 

(
A 1 − p 1

I I 1
) (

B 1 − p 1
I J 1
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C 1 − p 1

I K 1
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I

)


. (A.3)

Stereo Camera Calibration We calibrated the direct linear transformations for our two cameras406

using a 3D-printed half-cylinder covered with gridded calibration markers (Fig. A1). The cylinder was407

placed approximately 20 cm away from each camera. A calibration image was taken from each camera408
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and imported into MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) where we used the drawpolygon() function409

to determine the pixel locations of the 42 visible calibration points.410

The system of equations in Eq. (A.2) requires at least six non-coplanar calibration points to deter-411

mine the camera-specific coefficients {A, B,C, . . . , I, J,K} for each camera. However, it is not known412

how the number of calibration points (≥ 6) or their arrangement would affect the resulting 3D pho-413

togrammtery results. Therefore, we further investigated these important considerations through the414

5 calibration scenarios as depicted in Fig. A2 and Table A1. For each scenario, the camera-specific415

coefficients were determined using a subset of the calibration markers (denoted by the box in Fig. A2),416

which were then used to predict the 3D locations of all other calibration markers.417

The predicted 3D marker locations were compared with the known marker locations (determined418

from the given half-cylindrical geometry) to calculate the average distance errors (Table A1). It is clear419

that more than six calibration markers are needed to avoid large errors in the predicted marker loca-420

tions (Fig. A2(a)). However, the error can be quickly minimized by increasing the number of calibrated421

points (Fig. A2(b)-(d)) or by ensuring that the 3D photogrammetry predictions fall within the calibra-422

tion markers (Fig. A2(e)). We were satisfied with the minimum error for our 3D photogrammetry423

(0.24 mm) considering the tricuspid valve tissue is typically in or near the calibrated region. However,424

further investigations are warranted to explore the extrapolative capabilities of this photogrammetry425

method and calibration process.426

x

y

z
p
1

q
1

p
2

q 2Camera 1 Camera 2

Markers with 
known location

Point O

Figure A1: Schematic of the calibration of the direct linear transformation with two cameras via a gridded cylinder.

Table A1: Computed average distance errors of the direct linear transformation calibration scenarios (see also Fig. A2).

Scenario
Number of

Calibration Markers Marker Location
Avg. Error (mm)

Calibrated
Avg. Error (mm)
Non-Calibrated

1 6
Along Border 1.04 mm 1.77 mm

Center 1.44 mm 3.00 mm

2 14
Along Border 0.46 mm 0.63 mm

Center 0.41 mm 0.49 mm

3 28
Along Border 0.24 mm 0.25 mm

Center 0.25 mm 0.30 mm
4 42 All Markers 0.24 mm N/A
5 22 Boundary Markers 0.26 mm 0.23 mm
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Figure A2: Calculated distance error of 42 marks on the calibration cylinder surface using a subset of the marks for camera-
specific coefficient calibration: (a) the 6 marks (top) along the boundary, and (bottom) in the center, (b) the 14 marks (top)
along the boundary and (bottom) in the center, (c) the 28 marks (top) along the boundary and (bottom) in the center, (d) all
42 marks, and (e) the 22 marks along the perimeter.

Appendix B. Reproducing Kernel Method for Computing Leaflet Strains

In this appendix we describe the reproducing kernel (RK) meshfree method [47, 48], with which427

we calculated the shape function derivatives in the calculation of the deformation gradient F (see428

Section 2.4) and the isoparametric generation of material points (i.e., visualization grid points) based429

on the 9 fiducial markers.430

Reproducing Kernel Method The RK shape function of the Ith material point [xI] = [xI , yI , zI]T
431

has the form432

ΨI(x) = HT(0)M−1(x)H(x − xI)Φ(x − xI; a), (A.4)

where [H(x)] = [1, x, y, z]T contains the basis function vector of monomials (up to the first order chosen433

for the present study), Φ(x−xI; a) is the kernel function with support radii [a] = [ax, ay, az]T, and M(x)434

is the moment matrix defined as435

M(x) =
NP∑
I=1

H(x − xI)HT(x − xI)Φ(x − xI; a). (A.5)

For the purpose of this study, Φ(x−xI; a) is chosen as the product of one-dimensional kernel functions,436

i.e.,437

Φ(x − xI; a) =
1

axayaz
Φ̄

(∣∣∣∣∣ x − xI

ax

∣∣∣∣∣) Φ̄ (∣∣∣∣∣∣y − yI

ay

∣∣∣∣∣∣
)
Φ̄

(∣∣∣∣∣z − zI

az

∣∣∣∣∣) , (A.6)
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where the one-dimensional kernel functions for all three spatial coordinates x, y, and z take the form438

of a cubic B-spline function, i.e.,439

Φ̄(t) =



2
3
− 4t2 + 4t3, for 0 ≤ t ≤

1
2
,

4
3
− 4t + 4t2 −

4
3

t3, for
1
2
≤ t ≤ 1,

0, otherwise.

(A.7)

The partial derivatives of the shape function ΨI(x) with respect to the three spatial coordinates were
then determined using

∇xΨI(x) = HT(0)[∇xM−1(x)H(x − xI)Φ(x − xI; a) +M−1(x)∇xH(x − xI)Φ(x − xI; a)

+M−1(x)H(x − xI)∇x(x − xI; a)]. (A.8)

In this relationship, ∇x(•) denotes the gradient operator with respect to the spatial coordinates (x, y, z),440

∇xM−1(x) = −M−1(x)∇xM(x)M−1(x), and ∇xM(x) can be algebraically derived from Eq. (A.5).441

Isoparametric Generation of Material Points The 3×3 fiducial marker array (Fig. 2(b)) was con-442

sidered as a 9-node finite element in the parametric domain (ξ, η), which is defined with the following443

shape functions444

N1(ξ, η) =
1
4

(ξ2 − ξ)(η2 − η), N2(ξ, η) =
1
4

(ξ2 + ξ)(η2 − η), N3(ξ, η) =
1
4

(ξ2 + ξ)(η2 + η),

N4(ξ, η) =
1
4

(ξ2 − ξ)(η2 + η), N5(ξ, η) =
1
2

(1 − ξ2)(η2 − η), N6(ξ, η) =
1
2

(ξ2 + ξ)(1 − η2),

N7(ξ, η) =
1
2

(1 − ξ2)(η2 + η), N8(ξ, η) =
1
2

(ξ2 − ξ)(1 − η2), N9(ξ, η) = (1 − ξ2)(1 − η2).

(A.9)

The shape functions of the single 9-node finite element were combined with the (x, y, z) coordinates of445

the nine fiducial markers to generate a 25×25 visualization grid of material points. These visualization446

grid points were used for the subsequent computations of the deformation gradient F in Section 2.4.447
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